Acoustic Instrumentation
The acoustic data used in the present study were acquired using a sideline traversing microphone probe, as shown in Fig stator interaction tones attheblade passing frequency (BPF) that propagate outoftheduct. 3The interaction tone atBPF that is generated with the 40-vane stator does not propagate (cut-off effect). The model was operated at the takeoff blade setting angle of -11°relative to cruise, with fan speeds of 84%, 96%, 102%, and 107% relative to the design speed for the cases used in the present report. This provided subsonic tip speeds in all cases. Data were taken at windmill conditions as well, to provide an estimate of tunnel background level. The ADP installation provided a capability to rotate the model in the horizontal plane to provide a nonzero angle of attack relative to tunnel airflow; however, all data in this report were derived from cases with zero angle of attack.
The model was driven by a compressed air turbine. There was no provision to simulate the noise effects of the core engine that would be present in a flight-configured engine.
The model was configured with three different inlet geometries during NASA Lewis testing. The distance from the rotor stacking line to the inlet highlight was 12.09 cm (4.76 in) for the "short" inlet, 21.03 cm (8.28 in) for the "midlength" inlet, and 26.14 cm (10.29 in) for the "long" inlet.
Most data used in this report were collected with the "short" spinner configuration. Data for the case with the 40-vane stator and short inlet include some cases with the "plug," or "long," spinner. A sketch of the inlet and spinner configuration is shown in Fig. 2 .
Procedure Source Data
During wind tunnel testing, the traversing microphone signal was recorded using a digital spectrum analyzer. Each traverse produced 52 narrow-band spectra covering the range from 0 to 20 kHz with a resolution of 64 Hz. The upper bound of 20 kHz was chosen because it was the maximum capability of the available analyzer. In addition, this bandwidth permitted analysis of the 1 st through the 6th harmonic of the BPF tone for the ADP model. Each spectrum was the result of 12 frequency domain spectral averages. A probe position signal was digitized and used to calculate the sideline angle for each of the 52 averaged spectra.
P0st-Processing
A flow chart of the data processing operation used to produce results for this report is shown in Fig. 3 . The following operations were performed.
(1) Convert the spectrum analyzer data file from volts to units of pressure.
(2) Perform a tunnel background correction by subtracting a spectrum taken under windmill conditions from the corresponding spectrum taken with the model under power. The simulated noise control option in step three was performed in a variety of ways. Active noise control was simulated by selectively removing the BPF tone or one of its harmonics down to the adjacent broadband level (see Fig. 4 . Broadband-only results were computed by removing the BPF tone and all of its harmonics. The effect of an exhaust duct liner was simulated by applying a broadband attenuation curve to all of the model-scale spectra with sideline angles greater than 100°. The maximum attenuation was 3 dB at the center frequency (see Fig. 5 ). This attenuation level is relatively low because the goal of this study was to model an exhaust-duct-only liner with minimum system performance penalties such as added weight and increased drag. The use of an inlet duct liner was not modeled for similar reasons. The results of this study are shown in Table I The last two colunms in Table 1 show the effect of hybrid active-passive noise control. The data in the column labeled "ANC + Line at 2BPF" were computed by removing the BPF tone via digital filtering and applying a liner model tuned to twice BPF. The column labeled "ANC + Liner at 1470" shows the results when the BPF tone is suppressed using digital filtering and the liner is tuned to suppress broadband noise as described earlier.
Some interesting observations may be made, based on the data in Table 1 . Results for the model configuration with the 40-vane stator, short inlet, and long spinner are shown in Fig. 8(d) . EPNL reductions with BPF tone removal are similar to those observed with this inlet and the short spinner ( Fig. 8(c) ).
The effect of BPF tone removal on the 22-vane model is shown in Figs. 8(e) to 8(g) for the long, medium, and short inlet cases, respectively. Here, the EPNL reduction is more pronounced when the BPF is removed, with typical improvements in the 4 to 5 dB range. This is to be expected, since the BPF tone is cut-on in the 22-vane model. Table 1 are plotted for the midlength inlet at 102% speed in each case. It is interesting that in the 40-vane case, the application of active noise control offers approximately the same benefit as the use of an exhaust duct liner. In the 22-vane case, suppression of the BPF tone is superior to the use of the exhaust duct liner.
Broadband Results
One of the noise control goals in modem high bypass turbofan engines is to reduce the broadband content. Anevaluation ofthesecond source, rotor/spinnerboundary-layer interaction wasalso made. Data areincluded inTable 1forthe40-vane, short inlet case fortwospinner configurations (long and short). It isassumed that the boundary layer onthelongspinner was considerably thicker than theboundary layer present withtheshort spinner. EPNL estimates with"alltones out"forthelongspinner case were slightly higher atallspeeds versus thelevels seen withtheshort spinner. Themagnitude ofthedifference was small, ontheorder of I dB,butit was higher atallthree speeds. Atfirst, thiswas interpreted asevidence that the rotor/spinner-boundary-layer interaction may beasignificant noise source. Thenarrow-band, as-measured spectra that were used tocompute theEPNL values were checked to verify that theexcess noise inthelong-spinner case was broadband innature. Anexample isshown inFig.13. Analysis ofthisfigure (and others notshown here) indicates that theincreased EPNL values withthelongspinner were caused bythepresence ofextraneous tones. The frequency ofthese tones didnot correspond toanyharmonic ofthe blade passing frequency, and sothey were not removed in thedigital filterprocessing that yielded theEPNLdata for "alltones out". The extraneous tones didoccur with frequencies corresponding tomultiples ofthefanshaft speed. Thesource ofthese tones isnot known withcertainty, butanairflow disturbance onthespinner issuspected. Thegeneral conclusion isthat therotor/spinnerboundary-layer interaction was notasignificant factor inthe broadband noise generated bythismodel.
The contribution ofthethirdsource, interaction between therotating blades and theboundary layer onthe duct wall, wasstudied fromTable 1bycomparing the broadband EPNL estimates fordifferent inletlengths with thenumber ofstator vanes held constant. Thethickness of theduct wall boundary layer isexpected tobegreatest with thelong inletand least withtheshort inlet. If thissource isa major factor inoverall broadband noise, thenthe"alltones out"data should show higher EPNL estimates forlonger inletlengths. This trend wasnot observed. If wetake the results for107% speed, Table 1shows that theEPNL estimates forthe40-vane cases (excluding thelongspinner data) varied byonly0.5dBover thethree inletlengths. The variation wasagain 0.5dBforthe22-vane cases.
None oftheavailable data was suitable forevaluating theimportance ofthefourth source, broadband, rotor-alone noise. Thedata that were available indicate that none ofthe other postulated sources was dominant. Thissuggests, by process ofelimination, that thefourth source may be dominant. Additional research isneeded inthisarea.
Concluding Remarks
This report has presented EPNL estimates for the ADP model based on wind tunnel data taken in the NASA Lewis Low Speed Anechoic Wind Tunnel. The baseline results were used to study the effect of adding simulated active-passive noise control measures. In general, the suppression of the BPF tone yielded only modest noise reduction. This was due in part to the design of the ADP itself, since it included several features intended to suppress tone noise: low tip speed, large rotor-stator spacing, and cutoff BPF tone with the 40-vane stator. It is likely that current-generation turbofans, with more dominant tone noise, would benefit more from the application of active noise control than the ADP. Even so, the simulation results with the ADP model indicate a limit on the maximum benefit available from tone noise reduction. Once the tones are gone, the broadband noise becomes the dominant source.
The following conclusions were reached regarding the effectiveness of noise control strategies and the nature of the dominant noise source. 
